
Location Stock symbol & business segment Current Goods/Services Immediate conversion opportunity

WA
Poulsbo, 26285 Twelve Trees Ln NW, Suite 161 RTX naval power; sonar mine detecting set (AN/AQS-20) and deploy/retrieve system (AN/MHP-20) naval power; sonar mine detecting; scientific exploration of the oceans;
Keyport, 610 Dowell Rd RTX (aboard NUWC Division Keyport) sonar mine detection; materials for undersea warfare; hardware for MK 54 torpedo; hardware and materials for ocean vessels (maritime trade, ocean monitoring, deep sea exploration)
Bremerton, 423 Pacific Ave GD NASSCO ship repair (aircraft carriers); ship repair; material for public infrastructure

Bothell, 22121 20th Ave SE LMT Aculight R&D of airborne high energy laser; sensors; R&D of alternative energy generation;
Bothell, 11816 N Creek Pkwy, Suite 100 GD OTS R&D of aerodynamics (for ordnance); engineering of guided munitions; design circuits and subsystems for guidance, navigation, and control; PNT; aerodynamics for aviation (solar-powered and aerostat), high-speed trains, and spacecraft;
Redmond, 11411 139th Pl NE LHX (Aerojet Rocketdyne) rocketry R&D rocketry R&D; R&D of nontoxic space launch; 

Seattle (including Tukwila), 7755 E Marginal Way S BA aircraft engineering and production (e.g., P-8, KC-46);
engineering and production of aircraft, spacecraft, and public transit (high-speed trains, light rail); amphibious aircraft 
for firefighting;

Tukwila, multiple buildings on western side of King County Int AirpoortBA software development for communications; components for SATCOM on aircraft; software for communications (international scientific cooperation, disaster prep/response, refugee/IDP aid)

JB Lewis-McChord, Rainier Dr GD Mission Systems support for tactical IT [CHS-5] products (servers, workstations, network equip, handheld devices, power supplies); 
communications and IT for international scientific cooperation, disaster prep/response, and resource allocation; 
workstations for public transit;

Moses Lake, 9256 Randolph Rd NE GD OTS gas generators for torpedoes and for fire suppression on V-22 aircraft; aviation and space safety; deep sea exploration;
Bingen, 118 E Columbia River Way BA Insitu small drones small drones for search and rescue, disaster prep/response, firefighting, infrastructure assessment

OR
Hood River RTX Collins Airborne ISR (closing in 2024, per Liz Maddy of Collins PR)flight management system (autopilot for drones); search and rescue, disaster prep/relief, refugee/IDP aid

Wilsonville, 27300 SW Parkway Ave RTX Collins (Vision and Sensor Systems)
IT and engineering of avionics (e.g., Heads-Up Guidance and Enhanced Vision Systems, used on aircraft -- civilian and military -- to give pilots flight 
information and guidance); civilian avionics; avionics for aerostat; control systems for public transportation;

CA
Healdsburg, 511 Grove St GD OTS control actuation systems (CAS), which are used to guide flight trajectory of ordnance (rocket, missile); materials for public transit; CAS for rocketry focused on space exploration and planetary defense against NEO;
Santa Rosa, 428 Aviation Blvd #1069 LHX Sonoma EO imaging (EO/IR) systems; EO/IR used in disaster prep/relief; search and rescue; refugee/IDP aid;
McClellan Park, 5441 Luce Ave NOC parts for reconnaissance technology used on aircraft; prototype electromechanical systems; SIGINT for aircraft; intraspecies communication; disaster prep/relief; search and rescue; refugee/IDP aid;
Folsom, 950 Iron Point Rd GD OTS Precision Systems Integrated Controls works with Healdsburg facility; see Healdsburg
Rancho Cordova, 2001 Aerojet Rd LHX (Aerojet Rocketdyne) rocketry civilian rocketry; R&D of nontoxic space launch; materials for public transit;

Pleasanton, 5753 W Las Positas Blvd BA Secure Computing Solutions computer programming; developing computer processors; computer programming and processing for non-military government departments and small businesses;
Palo Alto, 3251 Hanover St LMT Advanced Technologies Center instruments and sensors for satellites; solar & astrophysical observing instruments; lasers; nanomaterials; space exploration; climate modeling; crop monitoring; materials for public infrastructure;
Sunnyvale, 1111 Lockheed Martin Way LMT Space satellites; some work on nuclear weaponry (Trident II SLBM); space exploration; climate modeling; crop monitoring; ocean monitoring;

Sunnyvale, 401 E Hendy Ave NOC marine propulsion power generation
submarine propulsion and power generation; nuclear aircraft carrier propulsion reduction gears and power generation; electric/hybrid ship propulsion and 
power generation; maritime trade; deep sea exploration; energy generation;

Menlo Park, 130 Constitution Dr LHX Randtron antenna for aircraft; antenna for aircraft;

Santa Cruz, 16020 Empire Grade LMT Space Advanced Technology Center ordnance production; items for THAAD and Fleet Ballistic Missile; aerodynamics; metallurgy; flight simulation; explosives for civil engineering; rocketry for space launch;

San Leandro, 2700 Merced St LHX Applied Technologies Division

pulsed power systems and radiation sources (x-ray, EMP, and high powered mircowave); the Nuclear Weapons Effect West Coast Facility Simulator 
Program for the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA); the Nuclear Weapons Effect West Coast Facility Simulator Program for DTRA is per 26 Oct 
2023 announcement sustainable energy; electromagnetic spectrum research; study of coronal mass ejections;

Ridgecrest, 1151 W Reeves Ave NOC Test & Eval dept, Advanced Weapons div works with Northridge team on munitions aerodynamics; metallurgy; explosives for civil engineering;

Palmdale, 1011 Lockheed Way LMT Skunkworks aircraft and spacecraft design, engineering, manufacturing; avionics for U-2 aircraft;
civilian aircraft and spacecraft design, engineering, manufacturing; high-speed rail design, engineering & 
manufacturing;

Palmdale, 3520 E Ave M NOC aircraft production, including B-21 bomber and center fuselage for F-35; prototype aircraft and spacecraft; parts for civilian aerostat; aerodynamics for space exploration; materials for high-speed trains;
Palmdale, 1500 E Ave M BA guidance systems for missiles and space vehicles space exploration; planetary defense against NEO;

Goleta, 7414 Hollister Ave and 1522 Cook Pl LHX (MariPro) ocean sensor hardware; seafloor monitoring, including subsea cables (fiber optic & copper) for UN OOI; devices for undersea warfare training; deep sea exploration; human connectivity and communications;

Goleta, 6380 Hollister Ave and 75 Coromar Dr RTX infrared focal panel arrays for surveillance; sensors for satellites; compact electronic warfare systems; 
satellites for space exploration and climate study; infrared imaging for drones on disaster prep/response; advanced 
manufacturing center;

Santa Barbara, 346 Bollay Dr LMT MFC Santa Barbara Focal Plane infrared sensors for live imagery from drones, piloted jets, satellites; manufacture of focal plane arrays, dewar coolers that seal the FPA, and sensor cores; search & rescue; space exploration; infrastructure resilience;
Oxnard, 2601 Camino Del Sol NOC Astro Aerospace satellite parts (e.g., reflectors, radar support masts, retractable boom); parts for satellites focused on studying climate, crop yield, and ocean temperature and currents
Malibu, 3011 Malibu Canyon Rd #4797 HRL Laboratories (GM & BA) semiconductors; electromagnetics; R&D of sensors; semiconductors; electromagnetics; R&D of sensors;

Sylmar, 15825 Roxford St LHX Ocean Systems Division sonar sonar for ocean exploration; R&D of deep sea technologies; R&D of sonar effect on marine life;
Sylmar, 12500 Gladstone Ave BA Spectrolab gallium-arsenide solar cells for satellite power; space exploration; satellites studying Earth climate and weather; 
Northridge, 9401 Corbin Ave NOC missiles (air-to-ground); aerodynamics and propulsion for international scientific endeavors;

Van Nuys, 7821 Orion Ave LHX radio frequency amplifier; data processor and display and controls software for radar; precision approach radar for aircraft; long-range surveillance radar; radar for civilian aircraft (search & rescue, disaster prep/relief, planetary defense)
Canoga Park, 8900 De Soto Ave LHX (Aerojet Rocketdyne) rocketry; engine manufacture (e.g., booster and upper stage); materials and R&D of unmanned undersea vehicles; new turbine engine R&D; rocketry; R&D of nontoxic space launch; materials for public transit; new turbine engine R&D;
Woodland Hills, 21240 Burbank Blvd NOC sensors; algorithms; inertial navigation systems for aircraft and ships; GPS electronics; sensors; algorithms; inertial navigation systems for civilian aircraft and ships; GPS electronics;

Azusa, 1111 W 3rd St, Azusa, CA NOC satellite sensors (e.g., sensor for Defense Meteorological Satellite Program); prototype R&D for hypersonic tracking space sensor;
technology for planetary defense against NEO; satellites for species communication, climate modeling, crop yield 
monitoring, weather forecasting, and space exploration

San Dimas, 936 Overland Ct RTX Collins d.b.a Hamilton Sundstrand chemical detection systems for Navy and NASA; a system ("CAMS") that monitors atmosphere inside Navy submarines; deep sea exploration; space exploration;
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El Segundo, 2060 E Imperial Hwy BA manufacturing satellites (e.g., SBSS); ground system for anti-jam and reduced intercept capabilities regarding satellite communications;
satellites for species communication, climate modeling, crop yield monitoring, weather forecasting, and space 
exploration

El Segundo, 2041 Rosecrans Ave, Suite 100 GD Mission Systems engineering software and systems for satellite payloads
satellites for species communication, climate modeling, crop yield monitoring, weather forecasting, and space 
exploration

El Segundo, 1 Hornet Way NOC aircraft parts (e.g., B-2 tailpipes, F-18 rudders);
parts for civilian aircraft for search and rescue, disaster relief, refugee assistance, transportation (via aerostat); parts for 
public transit;

El Segundo, 2000 E El Segundo Blvd RTX Intel & Space
satellite ground systems; data fusion; position, navigation, and timing; radar, EW, and space-based sensors; sensors for NOC RQ-4 drone (synthetic 
aperture radar, EO digital camera, and infrared sensor); GPS receivers; navigation; search and rescue; species communication; research of electromagnetic spectrum; 

Manhattan Beach, 3001 N Aviation Blvd and 1753 33rd St NOC Space Systems mechanical and electromechanical design and fabrication for payload and mission control ground systems; space exploration
Gardena, 711 Knox St LHX Power Magnetics magnetic assemblies; transformer coils; electrical assemblies (circuit boards, solder joints, cables, transformers); energy generation; public transportation; power distribution and conversion;

Redondo Beach, 1 Space Park Dr NOC
satellites, a.k.a. "strategic space systems" hardware and software dev; design and manufacture semiconductors; R&D into tech for intercepting 
hypersonic missiles; satellite sustainment; testing (thermal, vibration, acoustic);

semiconductors; satellites for species communication, climate modeling, crop yield monitoring, weather forecasting, 
and space exploration

Torrance, 3100 Lomita Blvd LHX (sold in Oct 2021 to Arlington Capital Partners)
traveling wave tubes for F-18; electron tubes for F-16; sale info at https://www.l3harris.com/newsroom/press-release/2021/10/l3harris-completes-sale-
its-electron-devices-and-narda-microwave aircraft parts;

Long Beach, 4060 N Lakewood Blvd BA Global Services commercial aircraft parts and sustainment;
parts and sustainment of civilian aircraft for search and rescue, disaster relief, refugee assistance, aerostat 
transportation

Huntington Beach, 14441 Astronautics Dr BA
acoustic analysis software used on P-8 for anti-submarine warfare; UUV engineering; control systems (fiber optic) networking ship systems, incl. weapon 
systems; navigation systems for nuclear weapon (Trident II SLBM); navigation; underwater exploration; maritime trade; search and rescue

Irvine, 9975 Toledo Way #150 GD Janteq wireless communications; video communications; communication
Fullerton, 1801 Hughes Dr RTX battlefield command & control and maritime systems; approach and landing systems for Navy air traffic control; species communication and coordination; disaster relief; refugee assistance; maritime trade;
Anaheim, 602 E Vermont Ave LHX Interstate Electronics Corp. flight test instrumentation systems for nuclear weaponry (Trident II SLBM); space launch; space exploration; search and rescue; 
Anaheim, 901 E Ball Rd LHX Power Paragon shipboard power conversion and protection equipment (e.g., medium voltage motor drive, multi-class static automatic bus transfer) power conversion and protection equipment for civilian ships, public transit, and power plants

San Diego (Rancho Bernardo), 16550 W Bernardo Dr NOC composite structures and materials for aircraft and rockets; multiple buildings on the campus composite materials for space exploration, planetary defense against NEO, high-speed rail
San Diego, 15073 Avenue of Science NOC
San Diego, 6910 Carroll Canyon Rd BA Tapestry Solutions information management software and logistics; logistics for disaster preparation, climate resiliency, infrastructure fortification, aid distribution;
San Diego, 2749-2777 and 2798 Harbor Dr GD NASSCO ship maintenance and upgrade; ship maintenance for seaborne search and rescue, maritime trade, scientific study

San Diego, 7603 St Andrews Ave, Suite H GD OTS motors and motion control systems (e.g., pan and tilt, gimbals, actuators); good for long-range EO/IR cameras; motors and motion control systems for EO/IR cameras on aircraft and ships (search and rescue, disaster prep/relief)
San Diego, 9020 Balboa Ave LHX satellite communications; transponders; mission data transmitters; radio international communication; search and rescue; planning for climate resiliency
San Diego, 4820 Overland Ave + sites on Spectrum Center Blvd NOC drones (MQ-8, MQ-4C); drones for search and rescue, disaster prep/relief, firefighting; materials for public transit;
Imperial Beach, 497 11th St #4 LHX autonomous undersea vehicles submersibles for scientific study of marine ecosystems and ocean currents;
Chula Vista, 850 Lagoon Dr, Chula Vista, CA RTX Collins aerostructures; lightning test lab; parts for aerostat, rocketry, and spacecraft
Chula Vista, 677 Anita St, Chula Vista, CA GD IT IT upgrades to ship combat systems; on-ship installation of hardware infrastructure; IT for public transit and civilian hospital ships; on-train installation of hardware;

Locations and production information based on military contracting announcements, corporate job postings, and corporate press releases.
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